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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

A..r--

TO THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

I am returning, without my approval, S. 2662, a bill that
would seriously obstruct the exercise of the President's Constitutional
responsibilities for the conduct of foreign affairs.

The reasons I have

decided that I should veto this bill are as follows:

1.

It raises fundamental Constitutional problems that encroach

upon the authority of the President.
2.

It includes a number of unwise and cumbersome restrictions

which would seriously impair my ability to implement a
coherent and consistent foreign policy such as:
By mandating a termination of grant military assistance
and military assistance advisory groups after fiscal
year 1977 unless specifically authorized by Congress,
it vitiates two important tools which enable us to
respond to the needs of many countries and maintain
vital controls over military sales programs.
By imposing an arbitrary arms sale ceiling, it limits
our ability to respond to the legitimate defense needs
of our friends and creates obstacles to U.S. industry
competing fairly with foreign suppliers.
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By removing my restrictions on trade with North and
South Vietnam, S. 2662 undercuts any incentive the
North Vietnamese may have to provide an accounting
for our MIAs.
By its provisions for terminating U.S. assistance to
countries where visa practices or. human rights
standards do not meet criteria desired by Congress,
the bill ignores the many complex factors of our
relationships.

Such actions would not only disrupt

relations important to our interest, but could actually
impair our ability to seek modifications of such practices.
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I am returning, without my approval, S. 2662, a bill that would
seriously obstruct the exercise of the President's constitutional
responsibilities for the conduct of foreign affairs.

In addition to

raising fundamental constitutional problems, this bill includes a
number of unwise restrictions that would seriously inhibit my ability
to implement a coherent and consistent foreign policy:
.... By imposing an arbitrary arms sale ceiling, it limits our
ability to respond to the legitimate defense needs of our friends and
creates obstacles to
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S. industry competing fairly with foreign

suppliers.
•• By its provisions for terminating U. S. assistance to
countries where visa practices or human rights standards do not meet
criteria desired by Congress, the bill ignores the many complex
factors of our relationships.

Such actions would not only disrupt

relations important to our interest, but could actually impair our
ability to seek modification of such practices.
..... By removing my restrictions on trade with North and
South Vietnam, S. 2662 undercuts any incentive the North Vietnamese
may have to provide an accounting for our MIAs.

- 2 By mandating a termination of grant military assistance and
military assistance advisory groups after fiscal year 1977 unless
specifically authorized by Congress, it vitiates two important
tools which enable us to respond to the needs of many countries and
maintain vital controls over military sales programs.
In sum, such cumbersome restrictions would seriously impair
the ability, of the Executive Branch to make day to day foreign policy
decisions necessary to respond to changing events and to the security
needs of our friends and allies.
The bill also contains several provisions whereby virtually all
significant arms transfer decisions would be subjected on a case-by-case
basis to a period of delay for Congressional review and possible
disapproval by concurrent resolution of the Congress.

These pro-

visions are incompatible with the express provisions in the Constitution
that a resolution having the force and effect of law must be presented
to the President and, if disapproved, repassed by a two-thirds
majority in the Senate and the House of Representatives.

They extend to

the Congress the power to prohibit specific transactions authorized
by law without changing the law -- and without following the constitutional process such a change would require.

Moreover, they would

involve the Congress directly in the performance of Executive
functions in disregard of the fundamental principle of separation
of powers.

·-
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In attempting to insist that our foreign policy and our assistance
programs more actively foster congressional humanitarian standards,
the Congress has produced legislation which would disrupt our
relations with other countries and do serious harm to the long
term foreign policy interests of the United States.

While I encourage

increased Congressional involvement in the formulation of foreign
policy 1 the pattern of unprecedented restrictions contained in this
bill requires that I reject such Congressional crippling of the
Executive Branch constitutional authority to implement that policy.
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tools which enable us to respond to the needs of many countries and
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The bill also contains several provisions whereby virtually all
significant arms transfer decisions would be subjected on a case-by-case
basis to a period of delay for Congressional review and possible
disapproval by concurrent resolution of the Congress.

These pro-

visions are incompatible with the express provisions in the Constitution
that a resolution having the force and effect of law must be presented
to the President and, if disapproved, repassed by a two-thirds
majority in the Senate and the House of Representatives.

They extend to

the Congress the power to prohibit specific transactions authorized
by law without changing the law-- and without following the constitutional process such a change would require.

Moreover, they would

involve the Congress directly in the performance of Executive
functions in disregard of the fundamental principle of separation
of powers.
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TO THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES:
I am returning, without my approval,

s.

2662, a bill .

that would unwisely and improperly obstruct the exercise of
the President's constitutional responsibilities for the conduct of foreign affairs and do serious harm to the long-term
foreign policy interests of the United States.
This legislation authorizes appropriations for security
assistance programs for fiscal year 1976.

These programs

are of great importance to our efforts to promote a more
stable and secure world in which constructive international
cooperation can flourish.

However, the numerous restrictions

and cumbersome procedures contained in the bill would seriously
·impair the ability of the Executive Branch to perform its
proper functions.
Constitutional Objections
S. 2662 contains an array of constitutionally objectionable
requirements whereby virtually all significant arms transfer
decisions would be subjected on a case-by-case basis to a
period of delay for Congressional review and possible disapproval by concurrent resolution of the Congress.

These

provisions are incompatible with the express provision·in
the Constitution that a resolution having the force and effect
of law must be presented to the President and, if disapproved,
repassed by a two-thirds majority in the Senate and the House
of Representatives.

They extend to the Congress the power to

prohibit specific transactions authorized by law without
changing the law -- and without following the constitutional
process such a change would require.

Moreover, they would

involve the Congress directly in the performance of Executive
functions in disregard of the fundamental principle of separation of powers.

Congress can, by duly adopted legislation,

authorize or prohibit such actions as the execution of
contracts or the issuance of export licenses; but

Congre~s
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cannot itself participate in the Executive functions of
deciding whether to enter into a lawful contract or issue
a lawful license, either directly or through the disapproval
procedures contemplated in this bill.
The erosion of the basic distinction between legislative
and Executive functions which would result from the enactment
of S. 2662, displays itself in an increasing volume of similar
legislation which this Congress has passed or is considering.
Such legislation would pose a serious threat to our system of
government, and would forge impermissible shackles on the
President's ability to carry out the laws and conduct the
foreign relations of the United States.

The President cannot

function effectively in domestic matters, and speak for the
nation authoritatively in foreign affairs, if his decisions
under authority previously conferred can be reversed by a
bare majority of the Congress.

Also, the attempt of Congress

to become a virtual co-administrator in operational decisions
would seriously distract it from its proper legislative role.
Inefficiency, delay, and uncertainty in the management of our
nation's foreign affairs would eventually follow.
Apart from these basic constitutional deficiencies
which appear in six sections of the bill,

s.

2662 is faulty

legislation, containing numerous unwise restrictions.
Trade with Vietnam
The bill would suspend for 180 days the President's
authority to control certain trade with North and South
Vietnam, thereby removing a vital bargaining instrument
for the settlement of a number of differences between the
United States and these countries.

I have the deepest

sympathy for the intent of this provision, which is to
obtain an accounting for Americans missing in action in
Vietnam.

However, the enactment of this legislation would

not provide any real assurances that the Vietnamese would
now fulfill their long-standing obligation to provide such

3

an accounting.

Indeed, the establishment of a direct

linkage between trade and accounting for those missing in
action might well only perpetuate Vietnamese demands for
greater and greater concessions.
This Administration is prepared to be responsive to
Vietnamese action on the question of Americans missing in
action.

Nevertheless, the delicate process of negotiations

with the Vietnamese cannot be replaced by a legislative
mandate that would open up trade for a specified number of
days and then terminate that trade as a way to achieve our
diplomatic objectives.

This mandate represents an unacceptable

attempt by Congress to manage the diplomatic relations of the
United States.
Annual Ceiling on Arms Sales
A further objectionable feature of

s.

2662 is an annual

ceiling of $9.0 billion on the total of government sales and
commercial exports of military equipment and services.

In

our search to negotiate mutual restraints in the proliferation of conventional weapons, this self-imposed ceiling would
be an impediment to our efforts to obtain the cooperation of
other arms-supplying nations.

Such an arbitrary ceiling

would also require individual transactions to be evaluated,
not on their own merits, but on the basis of their relationship to the volume of other, unrelated transactions.

This

provision would establish an arbitrary, overall limitation
as a substitute for case-by-case analyses and decisions based
on foreign policy priorities and the legitimate security
needs of our allies and friends.
Discrimination and Human Rights
This bill also contains well-intended but misguided
provisions to require the termination of military cooperation with countries which engage in practices that discriminate against United States citizens or practices
constituting a consistent pattern of gross human rights

4

violations.

This Administration is fully committed to a

policy of actively opposing and seeking the elimination of
discrimination by foreign governments against United States
citizens on the basis of their race, religion, national
origin or sex, just as the Administration is fully supportive
of internationally recognized human rights as a standard for
all nations to respect.

The use of the proposed sanctions

against sovereign nations is, however, an awkward and ineffective device for the promotion of those policies.

These

provisions of the bill represent further attempts to ignore
important and complex policy considerations by requiring
simple legalistic tests to measure the conduct of sovereign
foreign governments.

If Congress finds such conduct deficient,

specific actions by the United States to terminate· or limit
our cooperation with the government concerned would be mandated.

By making any single factor the effective determinant

of relationships which must take into account other considerations, such provisions would add a new element of uncertainty
to our security assistance programs and would cast doubt upon
the reliability of the United States in its dealings with
other countries.

Moreover, such restrictions would most

likely be counterproductive as a means for eliminating
discriminatory practices and promoting human rights.

The

likely result would be a selective disassociation of the
United States from governments unpopular with the Congress,
thereby diminishing our ability to advance the cause of
human rights through diplomatic means.
Termination of Grant Military Assistance and
Advisory Groups
The legislation would terminate grant military assistance and military assistance advisory groups after fiscal
year 1977 except where specifically authorized by Congress,
thus creating a presumption against such programs and
missions.

Such a step would have a severe impact on our

relations with other nations whose security and well-being
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are important to our own national interests.

In the case of

grant assistance, it would limit our flexibility to assist
countries whose national security is important to us but which
are not themselves able to bear the full cost of their own
defense.

In the case of advisory groups, termination of

missions by legislative fiat would impair close and longstanding military relationships with important allies.
Moreover, such termination is inconsistent with increasing
Congressional demands for the kind of information about and
control over arms sales which these groups now provide.
Such provisions would insert Congress deeply into the
details of specific country programs, a role which Congress
has neither the information nor the organizational structure
to play.

* * * * *
I particularly regret that, notwithstanding the spirit
of genuine cooperation between the Legislative and Executive
Branches that has characterized the deliberations on this
legislation, we have been unable to overcome the major
policy differences that exist.
In disapproving this bill, I act as any President would,
and must, to retain the ability to function as the foreign
policy leader and spokesman of the Nation.

In world affairs

today, America can have only one foreign policy.

Moreover,

that foreign policy must be certain, clear and consistent.
Foreign governments must know that they can treat with the
President on foreign policy matters, and that when he speaks
within his authority, they can rely upon his words.
Accordingly, I must veto the bill.

THE WHITE HOUSE,

brought by Les Janka - 5/1/76 - 4:20 p.m.

TO THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

I am returning, without my approval, S. 2662, a bill that
would unwisely and improperly obstruct the exercise of the
President's constitutional responsibilities for the conduct of
foreign affairs and impose numerous and cumbersome restrictions
that would impair the ability of the Executive branch to make day
to day foreign policy decisionsresponsive to changing events and
the security needs of our friends and allies.
In attempting to impose its insistence that our foreign policy
, and our assistance programs more actively foster the humanitarian
·ideals all Americans e1nbrace, the Cong:ressL.:s zeal te!l" de geoe!'

has produced legislation which can disrupt our relations with
other countries and do serious harm to the long-run foreign policy
interests of the United States.
I am sure that, for the most part, the motivation behind this
legislation was well meant.
result in bad legislation.

Bnt the best of intentions sometimes

S. 2662 is certainly such a case.

The Bill contains several provisions of doubtful constitutionality
whereby programs authorized by the Congress could be later reviewed,
further restricted or even tenninated by a concurrent resolution
passed by a n1ajority of both Houses.

Such a frustration of

operational Executive decisions, by violating the separation of execu-

I
- 2 tive and legislative powers, not only raises constitutional questions
but also raises grave doubts over the President's authority to conduct
this nation's relations with the rest of the world.
In addition to these fundamental constitutional problems,
this bill imposes a vast array of URwise restrictions that would
seriously distort the President's ability to implement c. coherent
and consistent foreign policy:
-- S. 2662 undercuts any incentive the North Vietnamese may
have to provide an accounting for our MIAs by removing the President's
restrictions on trade with North and South Vietnam.
-- It imposes a $9 billion ar.ms sale ceiling which would
arbitrarily limit our ability to respond to the not always predictabl'"'
legitimate defense needs of our friends while creating obstacles
to U.S. industry in competing with foreign arms suppliers.
-- In disregard of the many complex factors of our relationships with other countries, the bill imposes strict provisions for
terminating U.S. assistance to countries where discriminatory
visa practices or human rights violations do not meet standards
desired by Congress.

Such provisions cannot only disrupt relation-

ships important to our interest, but can actually impair our ability
to seek 1i10dification of such practices.

- 3 -- It mandates a termfnation of grant military assistance

and military assistance advisory groups after fiscal year 1977,
two important tools which enable us to reopond to the needs of
poorer countnes and maintain vital controls over arms sales
programs.
While I support and believe a greater congressional role in
foreign policy is essential, the unprecedented web

of restric-

tions in this bill, taken as a whole, requires that I draw the line
on such Congressional encroachment on the Executive Branch's
. constitutional authority and responsi]:>ility for implementing that
policy.
(Pick up remainder of draft message at first sub- head:
Constitutional Objections • }
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WASHINGTON
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April 30, 1976

Dr. Theodore Marrs
Room 103
Executive Office Building
Washington, D. C.
20006
Re:

Foreign Aid Authorization Bill-

Dear Dr. Marrs:
As always, it was a pleasure speaking with you last
evening. The purpose of this letter and the enclosed
materials is to elaborate slightly on some of the matters
we discussed.
Essentially, I wish to add my voice to those who urge
the President to veto the foreign aid authorization bill.
'I enclose a letter to the President urging this, and a
memorandum describing a possible alternative approach to
the trade matter.
I would sincerely appreciate it if you
could have these materials drawn to the President's attention before he makes a decision on the legislation.
A brief word on another matter. As you know, the
summary judgment and class certification motions in Crone
v. u.s. were argued on March 31. From some of our previous
discussions, I am sure you are aware of my respect and faith
in the courts, particularly in the Federal courts, when both
sides of a case are well presented. Orderliness and our way
of living depend heavily on this.
In Crone, the government
was represented by Miss Susan Linden of the Department of
Justice and, I must say, she did a fine job. Neither she
nor I created the facts of the case and each of us had to
take the law as we found it. However, she made her points
intelligently and with dignity. Now we can only await the
results.

.

'

Dr. Theodore Marrs
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Again, it was a pleasure speaking with you last
evening. Please contact me if any comments in this
letter or in the enclosed materials are viewed as
warranting discussion.
Very

~-_,.,,_,
Dermot G. Foley
DGF:mw
Encl.

•
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April 30, 1976

Hon. Gerald R. Ford
White House
Washington, D.C.
20006
Re:

Foreign Aid Authorization Bill

Dear Mr. President:
Yesterday, April 29, the New York Times reported
that the House and Senate have passed and sent to the
President, a $4.4 billion dollar foreign aid authorization
bill which includes provision for removal of the Vietnam
trade embargo. For reasons which I shall discuss below,
I strongly urge you to veto this legislation. I must
emphasize, however that in making this recommendation I
speak for myself and not as a spokesman for MIA families
or organizations to whom I have rendered legal services.
With respect to the Vietnam trade embargo, the
legislation is deficient in at least the following areas:
a. It surrenders too cheaply what may be
our country's best weapon for obtaining a
meaningful POW/HIA accounting. As I read the
statute, it provides for a complete lifting of
the embargo for a six-month period and makes
it permanent if, at the end of that period,
the President can report to Congress that Hanoi
has given some "substantial" information about
the men still unaccounted for. How much is
"substantial"? How meaningful and complete
must such an "accounting" be? Does it mean
that really full, candid disclosure of all
available information and the return of all

.. .

Hon. Gerald R. Ford
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recoverable remains is required within the sixmonth period? The vagueness of the legislation
invites inadequate results on these matters.
b.
If the accounting is nsubstantial 11 but
still manifestly incomplete at the end of the
six-month period, the embargo removal is permanent
and it is difficult to imagine how the availability
of trade could be used thereafter if the Vietnamese
cease their efforts or if they then decide to
demand additional extractions in return for further
pieces of information. This problem will be escalated considerably when business interests, in
reliance upon legislation passed by Congress and
signed by the President, make bona fide and extensive economic investments in such trade--as they
surely will.
c. The President will be severely inhibited
in the subsequent use of trade availability as a
tool in negotiating for further POW/MIA information.
It would be naive to expect Congress to have the
disposition and capacity to deal comprehensively
with the details and intricacies of such negotiations, if, indeed, it would be appropriate for
Congress to do so.
Therefore, I urge a veto.
There may be some concern respecting possible adverse
reaction by some MIA families to a veto. I submit that, if
the veto is clearly explained, this will not occur. As you
know, the board of the National League of Families voted
approval of the Trade with Vietnam section before half of its
safeguards were removed in conference.
I recoro.mend a review
of the factors which led to that approval. It was presented
as an all-or-nothing proposition--accept the legislation as
the only way to induce Lnforrnation or reject it and close the
door permanently. Alternative approaches were not offered and,
therefore, the vote was inevitable.
I enclose herewith a memorandum 'i'Thich suggest::; such
an alternative approach.
I have circulated drafts of this
approach among the members of the League board and have

Hon. Gerald R. Ford
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discussed it extensively with League members.
I have found
unanimous approval. At various times, and particularly
during our heavily attended meeting last January in Washington,
there was wide-spread agreement that any trade, aid or recognition must coincide with and not precede an accounting.
If this legislation is vetoed, as I submit it should
be, the Administration would be unfair to itself and to the
families if the reasons for doing so and a description of
alternative approaches, are not clearly explained to the
board and the membership of the League.
This would dispose also of another difficulty which
contributed to the vote by the League board. Justifiably or
not, there has been an erosion of confidence in the disposition of the present Ad~inistration to make effective, affirmative moves toward getting an accounting. The belief has
developed that inactivity, accompanied by statements of
goodwill where necessary, will lead to a repetition of the
Korean experience.
I state this not in recrimination, but as a factual
matter of belief on the part of these families. Consequently,
the effect was devastating when legislators and legislative
staff-members appeared at our meetings and told us that the
choice was between the Bingham-Hatfield bill which offered
some hope and slavish loyalty to Kissinger, et al. who were
determined to do nothing.
Hopefully, what we had here was a failure of communication. Obviously, it can be cured by renewed communication to explain a veto and to demonstrate that the Administration actually has a meaningful program.
If this is done, I have absolute confidence that
criticism of a veto will not be a problem. As I believe you
know, I have earned some credibility with these families,
and I would be willing to commit myself to this effort and
to discuss details with anyone interested.
Before leaving the subject of a veto, an additional
point should be mentioned.
If the legislation is vetoed,
there is every reason to believe that its provisions will

Hon. Gerald R. Ford
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be re-introduced. At that time, alternatives to the present
Trade with Vietnam provision could be presented which would
be acceptable to you and most advantageous to the POW/MIA
issue. Several possiblities present themselves which could
be explored if the occasion arose. vVhat counts now is the
realization that all is not lost with a veto.
The present
bill was ill-conceived and should be dropped in favor of
something that offers realizable, rational possibilities.
I am sure there are other aspects of the foreign
aid authorization bill which will be of greater concern to
other people than they are to me, in comparison with the
Trade with Vietnam section. Obviously, I have limited my
focus to the issue with which I am concerned. However, I
assure you that I do not lack appreciation for the legitimate
concerns that others may have about this legislation. On the
whole, nonetheless, I believe that a veto is in order, and I
sincerely hope that you agree.
Respe~bmitted,

/f~t
DGF:mm
Enclosure.

G. Fole:7

i, :
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MEMO RAND UN

This memorandum discusses conditions and procedures
which, I believe, must govern assistance or cooperation by
the United States with or in favor of those now obligated
to account for missing American servicemen.
The Trade with Vietnam provision of the foreign aid
authorization legislation, passed by the House and Senate
this week, is inadequate and demonstrates a need to think
the whole problem through.

I propose the following analysis.

Recent reports indicate that the insistence of the
other side ori "reparations" under Article 21 of the Paris
Agreement in return for an accounting under Article 8{b)
of that Agreement, has been dropped.

They now:,

.appar~ntly,

accept the fact that Article 21 "reparations" are not to be
expected.

(Indeed, the whole interdependence concept would

appear to be out at this time - if the other side were to
claim that all elements of the Paris Agreement must be
ir:lplernented, they would, for instance, appear to be conceding
that they should get out of South Vietnam and return it to

the former government - this is beyond the spectrum of practical expectations and would never occur - thus, any quid
pro guo interpretation that ever may have been made at the
I

Paris Agreement is now passe).
And apart from the Paris Agreement, the other side's
obligation to account is not diminished under principles of
international lawfulness (e.g. Geneva Convention) or under
the requirements of rudimentary civilized behavior; if they
remain incapable of recognizing these, it would be well to
question whether there is any point whatever in dealing with
them.
Apart from Article 21 "Aid", it is reported that the
North Vietnamese have indicated real need for American help
in the following areas:
a.

help in deactivating bombs and other ordinance;

b.

medical supplies and medicine;

c.

foodi

d.

trade and an end to the trade embargo;

e.

help in development of oil resources; and

f.

diplomatic relationships and recognition which
will reduce their dependence upon and the
influence of the USSR and China.

If some, and possibly all, of these needs were shown
to be genuine and their extent were verified, help from the

United States, on purely lnunani tarian grounds, would be conceivable if the overt antagonisms of the War were over (e.g.
Germany, Italy and Japan after lvorld lvar II was over) .

For

instance, if they showed that they have particular health
problems or food problems, and, if the accounting problems
had been attended to, it would be acceptable and consistent
with normal American attitudes, to help them on humanitarian
grounds.

However, it is elementary that there must be an

identifiable motivating relationship between the accounting
and any such American help.
In this context there are some real or imaginary
problems with which both sides deal.

From the American

standpoint, viewing things as they have transpired in the
past, we must ask, if we help them now, what basis have we
for believing that they will render more than a sham accounting, {indeed, if even that}. The other side may ask whether,
if they do finally give the real accounting, have they a
basis for belief that we will give them any help and, if so,
how much.
The American problem is well-founded.

The other side

has consistently ignored its duty to account, not only during
their conflict with us, but, indeed, also during their conflict
with the F:l:'ench.

The utilization of the so-called "Nurenburg

Exception", as an excuse for failure to comply with their

undertakings under the Geneva Convention, when that exception
was patently inapplicable on its face and as understood internationally, is conclusive evidence of their bad faith.

The

persistent denial by the other side of knowledge about NIA 1 s
when we know, indisputably, that they do have information
about a very large number of those MIArs, makes suspicion
unavoidable.

Finally, the other side has a motive for hiding

the truth - returnee debriefings show that they mistreated
captured Americans and they must fear the revelation of this
in an accounting.
On the other hand, even if unfounded, any problems
the other side may claim are clearly and completely manageable.

Dishonor of an American assistance commitment, after

compliance by the other side, would be totally alien to past
American performance and would generate completely unacceptable international public outrage.

American compliance,

since it can be measured in definite terms (e.g. "X" amounts
of medicine, food, trade, etc.), could be the subject of
irrevocable commitment analogous to a Letter of Credit or
escrow arrangement conditioned upon the fact of and the
extent of the other side's performance.

Thus, if they keep

their word and give a genuine accounting, they have a guarantee
of American compliance.
If the United States were to commit itself, irrevocably,

to some form of assistance or cooperation (which would be
spelled out in quantitative terms) that commitment must be
measured against the extent of the accounting which the
other side actually delivers.
men are 'unaccounted

for.

Of course, we can tell how many missing
Obviously, some of these cases

are easier to account for than others.
unduly difficult to classify

these

It would not be
cases into groups

arranged according to their relative difficulty.

If help

is to be given to the other side as a motivation for an
accounting, obviously the tougher cases deserve more motivation and the easier cases deserve less.

The extent of such

assistance or other cooperation should not merely be measured
by the number of men as to whom the accounting is given, but
must also consider the relative difficulty or easiness of
each such accounting.
The humanitarian needs of the other side must, of
necessity, be identifiable in terms of the quantities of
the various items needed and the extent and nature of the
trade, investment, and/or other relationships involved.

If

proof in this detail is not forthcoming, obviously there
will not have been any showing of an identifiablE::. humanitarian need.

If the other side does not know, in detail,

what they need, they do not need it.

It presents no serious

problem to catalogue these needs in terms ranging from the
non-permanent assets which the needy require first, such as

food and medicine, to assets of a more permanent nature, such
as plant and equipment or diplomatic relationships which are
of less immediate humanitarian concern.
Thus, six factors coincide here which suggest a
structure in which an accounting of MIA's can be obtained
and the humanitarian needs of the other side can be helped,
if the parties are genuinely prepared to get these problems
resolved:
a.

information is available on all or most MIA's
if both sides are disposed to try hard enough
to obtain it;

b.

variations of relative difficulty which are
to be expected in producing information on a
man-by-man basis can be generally organized;

c.

these categories can be evaluated and such
evaluations used to increase the motivation
to account in those cases where the accounting
is more difficult;

d.

the humanitarian needs of the other side are
identifiable and verifiable;

e.

those needs are susceptible to arrangement in
terms not only of their immediacy but also in
terms of their permanence;

f.

any misgivings which the other may have about
the willingness of the United States to furnish
humanitarian assistance can be overcome by a
commitment on the part of the United States in
the form of a Letter of Credit or a similar
device conditioned as to the furnishing of
assistance and as to the extent thereof, only
upon fact of and the degree of compliance by
the other side.

6.

Past performance by the other side does not promote
confidence that a genuine accounting will be achieved if
their needs are met first.

Consequently, any assistance

given to them must be based not only upon actual humanitarian needs but also upon the complete end to the antagonisms
of the recent war and a real accounting for American MIA's.
The approach suggested above, rather than relying upon the
unjustifiable and unnecessary luxury of blind faith, offers
some reason to expect that commitments will be made and kept
by both sides.

If either side is unprepared to deal on a

basis such as this, it

naive to expect that negotiation

will lead to a real and meaningful accounting.

FOLEY
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TO THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
I am returning, without my approval, S. 2662, a bill
that would seriously obstruct the exercise of the President's
constitutional responsibilities for the conduct of foreign
affairs.

In addition to raising fundamental constitutional

problems, this bill includes a number of unwise restrictions
that would seriously inhibit my ability to implement a coherent and consistent foreign policy:
0

By removing my restrictions on trade with North
and South Vietnam, S. 2662 undercuts any·incentive
the North Vietnamese may have to provide an ac-

'

counting for our MIAs.
0

'

.

'.

By imposing an arbitrary arms sale ceiling, it
limits our ability to respond to the legitimate·
defense needs of our friends and obsiructs U.S.
industry from competing fairly with foreign
suppliers.

0

By requiring compliance by recipient countries
with visa practices or human rights standards
set by our Congress as a condition for continued
U.S. assistance, the bill ignores the many other
complex factors which should govern our relationships with those countries; and it impairs
our ability to deal by more appropriate

mea~s

with objectionable practices of other nations.
0

By mandating a termination of grant military
assistance and military assistance advisory
groups after fiscal year 1977 unless specifically
authorized by Congress, the bill vitiates two
important tools which enable us to respond to the
needs of many countries and maintain vital controls
over military sales programs.

-

2 -

The bill also contains several provisions which violate
the constitutional separation of executive and legislative
powers.

By a concurrent resolution passed by a majority of

both Houses, programs authorized by the Congress can be later
reviewed, further restricted, or even terminated.

Such

frustration of the ability of the Executive to make operational decisions violates the President's constitutional
authority to conduct our relations with other nations.
lrhile I encourage increased Congressional involvement in
the formulation of foreign policy, the pattern of unprecedented
restrictions contained in this bill requires that I reject such
Congressional encroachment on the Executive, Branch's con\

'

stitutional authority to implement that policy.
Constitutional Objections
''S. 2662 contains an array of constitutionally objectionable"

[etc. --

no change in attached pages lA, 2-5]
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mtnes, the bill imposes strict provisionpor terminating

cur

assistance to countries where discriminatory, ·isa practices

human rights viola · ons do not meet standards

Such provisions not

~Y

esired by Congress.

disrupt relatzips important to our

interest, but can act,ially t't(lpair our a £ y to seek modification of
such practices.
It mandates a termina.tiori>·qf grant military a~s:J.stance and

military assistance adviso
specifically authorized
tools which enable u
the same time m

While I

groups'\. fiscal year 1977 unless
Congress, a n d ' eliminates two impor!<mt

to respond to the needs

·.many countries and at
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ntain vital controls over militar ·<sales programs.

ncourage increased Congressional invol ·. ment in the
the pattern of unprecedented

din this bill requires that I reject such Congressional e croachBranch's constitutio:::1al authority to impleme

that
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Constitutional Objections

A,;:_ ()

s.

2662 contains an array of constitutionally objectionable'{

""
requirements \vhereby virtually
all signific·an.t arms transfer

decisions would be subjected on a case-by-case basis to a
period of delay for Congressional review·and po~sible disapproval by concurrent resolution of the Congress.

These

provisions are incompatible with the express prov~sion in

.

.

the Constitution that a resolution having the force and effect

1

of law must be presented to the President and, if disapproved,

..

.
f

repassed by a two-thirds majority in the Senate and the House
. of Representatives.

iI·
I

They extend to the Congress the power to

'

prohibit specific transactions authorized by law without
changing ·t:he law -- and lV'ithout follO\·Ting the constitutional.
process such a change would require.

t
I

I

.Horeover ,. · !hey \.,auld

I

invol. ve the Congress directly in tha performance ·of Executive

funda~ental

functions in disregard of the
ration of powers.

I'

principle of sepa-

Congress can, by duly adopted legislation,

1

.

I

.:-:-.u:.hor.i~;:c or prohi':lit such actions as th. e .execution. of... L
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_

£
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cannot itself participate 1n

::=,

Executive functions of

deciding whether to enter into a lm·1ful contract or issue
a lawful license, either directly or through the disapproval

••

procedures con·templated in .this bill.
The erosion of the basic distinction bett1een legislative
and Executive functions \vhich \·iould result from the enactment
of S. 2662, displays itself in an increasing volume of siw~lar
legislation ,.,hich this Congress has· passed or is considering.
Such legislation would pose a serious threat to our system of
government, and would forge impermissible shackles on the
President's ability to carry out the lat:Ts and conduct the
foreign relations of the United States.
\

The

Presi~ent

cannot·
, ..
function effectively in domestic matters, and speak for the
\

··~

·.

nation authoritatively in foreign affairs; if his decisions
under authority previously conferred can be reversed by a
bare

m~jority

of the Congress.

Also, the attempt of Congress

to become a virtual co-administrator in operational decisions
.
.
\1ould seriously distract i t from its proper .legislatiye role •...
Inefficiency, delay, and uncertainty in the management of our

..

nation's foreign affairs w·ould eventually follow •
Apart from these basic. constitutional deficiencies
which appear in six sections of the bill, S. 2662 is faulty
legislation, containing numerous unwise restrictions. ·
Trade with Vietnam
The bill would suspend for 180 days the President's
authority to control certain trade with North and South
Vietnam, thereby removing a vi tal bargaining instrument·
for the settlement of a nuw.ber of differences bet,'leen th·e
United States and these

countries~

I have the deepest

sympathy for the intent of this provision, tvhich ·is to
obtain an accounting for
Vietnam.

Arneric~ns

missing in action in

Hov1ever, the enactment of this legislation l·TOuld

not provide any real assurances that the Vietnamese· '\"lould
nmV' fulfill

their long-standing obligation to provide such

...

3

Indeed,:::!- the establishl.ilent of a direct
b3t'.-:2en trade and accoi..!.::.ting for those missing in

action might well only perpetuate Vietnamese demands for
greater and greater concessions.
This Administration is prepared to be responsive to
Vietnamese action on the question of Americans missing _in ...
action.

Nevertheless, the delicate process of negotiations

with the Vietnamese cannot be replaced by a legislative

a specified· number

mandate that tvould open up tra '3.e for

of

days and then_ terminate that trade as a way to achieve our
diplomatic objectives.

This mandate represents an

unacceptab1~

attempt by Congress to manage the diplomatic relations of the
United States ..

\

Annual Ceiling on Arms Sales
A further objectionable feature of S. 2662 is an annual
ceiling of $9 .. 0 billion on the total of government sales and

In

commercial exports of military equipment and services.

our search to negotiate mutual restraints in the proliferation. of conventional \veapons, this self-imposed
ceiling v1ould ,
.
.

be an impediment to our efforts to obtain the cooperation of

....

other arms-supplying nations.

Such an arbitrary ceiling

would also require individual transactions to be evaluated,
not on their Ot'ln merits, but on the basis of. their reiationship to the volume of other, unrelated transactions.
provision would establish an arbitrary, overall

This

limitatio~

as a substitute for case-by-case analyses and decisions based
on foreign policy priorities and the legitimate security
needs of our allies and friends.
Discrimination and Human Rights
This bill also contains well-intended but misguided
provisions to require the termination of military cooperation

\1i th

coun·tries v1hich engage· in practices that dis-

criminate against United.States citizens or practices
constituting a consistent pattern of gross human rights

4

This AdlTlinis t ration is fully co:-:-c..'ni ttec;l to a

violations.

policy of actively opposing and S"2:::i:ing U1e elimination of

discrimination by

~oreign

govern2ents against United States

citizens on the basis of their race, religion, national.
origin or sex, just as the Administration is fully supportive
of internationally recognized
all nations to respect.

h~~an

rights as a standard for

The use of the proposed sanctions

against sovereign n:1 tions is, hm~ever, an av1k\11ard and ineffective C!-evice for the p'romotion of those policies.
provisions of the bill represent further

att~mpts

These

to ignore

important and complex policy considerations by requiring

-·

simple legalistic tests to measure the conduct of sovereign
foreign governments.

If Congress finds.
such COl}dUct
deficient,
.
.
.

.._

specific actions by the United States to'·· terminate·

~r limit

our cooperation with the government concerned would be mandated.

By making any single factor the effective determinant

of relationships which must take into account other considera-

·.

tions, such provisions. would add a ne\v element of uncertainty
to our security assistance programs and 'I.V"ould. cast doubt upon

the reliability of the United States in its_dealings with

.•.

other countries.

Moreover,· such restrictions 'l.vould most·

likely be counterproductive as a ;neans
for eliminating
...
discriminatory practices and pro:rr:oting hu1-r!.an rights.

.

The

:.

likely result would be a selective disassociation of the
United States from governments U<1popular \•lith the Congress,.
thereby diminishing our ability to advance the cause of
human rights through diplomatic means.
Termination of Grant l--1ilitary Assistance and
Advisory Groups
The legislation would terminate grant military assistance and military assistance acvisory groups after fiscal
year 1977 except '1.-lhere specifically authorized by Congress,.
thus creating a
missions.

presumptio~

against such programs and

Such a step r;;ould have a severe impact on our

relations lvith other nations whose security and well-being

··

5

are important to our m·m nation
~·lt
_,
C:.1
ar

---,·s~a~-e
._.• H'- ..

a:::,~-

I

1.·~
'-

•,·,·ou_l~
-

11.·~.·.. 1.·~
-

interes~s.

In the case of

.....
0 ,dL

to assist

countries ,.,hose national security is important to us but vrhich
are not themselves able to bear the full cost of ·thei·r m·m
.

defense.

.#

In the case of advisory groups, termination of

missions by legislative fiat would impair close and long:...
standing military relationships <t;·li th important allies.
Noreover 1 such termination is inconsistent \vith lncreasing
Congressional

dew~nds

for the kind of information about

~nd

control over arms sales which these groups now provide.
Such provisions

~auld

insert Congress deeply into the

details of specific country programs, a role which Congress

.·

has neither the information nor the organizational structure
to play.

** * * *

-·

I particularly regret that, notw·ithstanding the spirit
of genuine cooperation between the Legislative and Executive
Branches that has characterized the deliberations on this·
...

-·

legislation, we have been unable to overcome the major
policy differences that exist.

.•.

In disapproving this bill, I act as any President would,
and must, to retain the abili·ty to function as the foreign
policy leader and spokesman of the Nation.

In world affairs

today, America can have only one foreign policy.

.l<Ioreover,

that foreign policy must be certain, clear and consistent.
Foreign governments must know that they can treat with the

.

President on foreign policy matters, and that when he. speaks
within his authority, they can rely upon·his words.
Accordingly, I must veto the bill.

THE MUTE HOUSE,
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May 3, 1976
DEX 'l'O BJRMINC.;HAM
FOR J.A CK MARSH·
FROM L.ES JANKA

ATTACHED lS THE RE-DO OF •nJE JNTRODUCTION TO THE
VETO MESSAGE YOU REOUES'fED OF DON OGILVIE. HE HAS.
REVlEWED AND APPROVED •tHIS TEXT.

i

·ro 'I'HE SENATE OF

TI-lE UNITED STATES

I atn returning, without my approval. S.. Z662., a bUl that would
unwisely and impl"operly obstruct the

ex.erci~e

of the

Prt=~tlde»t' s

conl'ftituti.onal J<ettp'on.uihilities :(or the coodu..ct of foreign affaire. In

addition to raiaing ftmdarlle.ntal cons;l:itutional problem.s. thie bill i.ilcludes
a vast ar-ray of unwise reBtriction& that would &eriou.ty di&to:r:t the
}:)resident• f> abUity to implement a coherent and con&ist:ent. foreign policy:

-- By removing the Preaident• s restriction& on trade with Norlh

-

and South Vietnam..

s ..

2.662. undercutfi any incentive the North Vietnamese

may hav·e to provide an accounting for our MIAs ..
-- It impofies a $9 billion anna sale ceiling whic::h arbitruily limits

otu· ability to respond to the legitimate defense need• of our friends, and
creates

obst<tt~les

to U. S. industry competing fairly with foreign so.ppliern.,

-- The bill imposes strict provisions fo:r- terminating u~

s ..

to countries where discriminatory visa practices or human rights
do not meet &tan.daros defiir-ed by Congress.

asHiatance
~iolatioJts

By diarcgarding the many :com ..

plex factorli of our relationships pucb actions would not only difn:upt relationt>
important to our interest, but could actually impair our ability to f\eok

I

modi.lication o!

ft\lCh

practices.

I
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.
ll mandateo a termination of grant military assi&ta.nce: and
1zni1itary assiuta.nce advisory grou.ps after

fiscal year 1977 unletoa specifically authorized by Congress. thus vitiating

two important toolfi which enable u.s to re.apond to the needs of many
conntries and m.ai.ntain vital contx-ole aver military aales programs ..
In aum, aucb cw:nbernome reatrlctions would ao.dously impair the

ability of tba l!«ecutive Branch to make day to day foreign polic.J declalons

u.eeeaaary to respond to changing events and t:o the uec:u.rity needs of our
friends and alliea.

.

The bill also contains several provisions which viOlate the conatlt.utional separation of e:c:ecu:tive and legislative powera.

By a coacurrent

Te&olution pa.e,;ed by a majority of _both Hous~s. p:rogTam& autb.orl.ssed by

the Congree& ca» be later J.'eviewed. £u.rt.her

re.atriet~

or even terminated..

Such a frustration of the iilillity of the Executive to make operational
decision.& raise& grave doubts about the President• t1 authority to contluet

o1.n:· relUions with other nationa.
In attemptiog to insist tb.at oo.r foreign policy and our aasl&ta.J'See

programs more actively foster the hw'nanftarl.an ideals all Atnericana
embrace, tb.c Congress has produced legislation which would d.iaru.pt our
relatione with other countries and do serious harm to the l.oog term foreign.
poll.c.y lntereats of the United States. While I encou..-age lncreaaed Con-

3

of unprecedented restric.tionH contained in this bill ,-equires tbat I
x-eject such CongreHsional eo..croachlnent on the Executive Branch',..

constitutional authority to implement that policy.
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Date:
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May 18, 1976
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Time:

cc (for information):

:rOR ACTION:

Max Friedersdorf
Jack Marsh

DUE: Date:

Time:

SUBJECT:

Brent Scowcroft memo 5/18/76 re
Revised Security Assistance Legislation

ACTION REQUESTED:
-

- For Necessary Action

_ _ For Your Recommendations

-

- Prepare Agenda and Brief

_ _ Draft Reply

•
.
_ X_ For Your Comments

- - Draft Remarks

REMARKS:

You will note that a T.elephone Call is reguested to be
made today - May 18 .. o n - this subject, therefore,
your immediate review of this memorandum is requested.

~ ~!r·dt ~

Thank you.

'

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED.
If you have any quP.stions or i£ you cinticipo.te

deiay in submitting the required :material,
telephone the Staff Secretary immediately.

plea~

Jim Connor
Fo_r the President
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

ACTION
May 18, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

BRENT SCOWCROFT

SUBJECT:

Revised Security Assistance Legislation

m

Both the House International Relations Committee and the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee have reported revised security assistance
authorization bills accommodating both FY 76 and FY 77. Floor votes
could come as early as Wednesday May 19 with a conference following
soon thereafter. In each case, the committees have attempted to be
responsive to the objections you raised in vetoing S. 2662. For example,
most of the concurrent resolution provisions have been dropped and
the section regarding trade with Vietnam has been deleted. In most
instances where o.ne committee retained an objectionable provision,
the other committee dropped it, thereby providing latitude for
further deletions or modifications in conference committee. In
preparation for the conference, we need your guidance on the
•
positions the Administration should take on specific provisions of
this revised legislation, and on the strategy we should follow to
achieve a bill acceptable to you.
We have reached tentative agreement with the leaders in both houses
to oppose all floor amendments and concentrate on reaching accommodation in conference. (The sole exception will be our support for
a likely Congressionally initiated amendment in the House to restore
a 50 percent cut in Korean assistance levels.) We believe we will
be in a strong position in conference: both houses are weary of the
debate and anxious to provide money to ease the Israeli cash flow
problem; enthusiasm for restrictive amendments is waning. Nevertheless, some accommodation on your part may yet be necessary to
ensure passage of an acceptable bill.
In this regard, the key element remains the issue of Transition
Quarter funding for Israel. There is some evidence that Congress
Subject to GDS of E. E. 11652
Automatically Declassified on
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- 2 expects you to be forthcoming on the TQ in reaction to what the
Hill feels are significant Congressional concessions to your
position on authorizing legislation. Meanwhile, the Israelis
have signaled to us that they need only $281 million by the end
of the TQ to avoid the risk of default on commercial purchases
(versus the $550 million for Israel at present in the appropriations
bill). This figure is almost exactly the amount which can be
provided without exceeding the budget authority figures in your
original budget request.
There follows a list of the troublesome provisions which remain
in one or the other of the committee bills. With regard to each
major provision we have included a recommended course of
action: we will use your guidance as the basis for our negotiations
with the conferees.
1. Human Rights. The House bill retains a provision
allowing Congress, by concurrent resolution, to terminate aid
for human rights abuses. The Senate version substitutes a joint
resolution, and changes the prohibition against aid to a statement
of policy (which removes the potential argument that assistance
is 11 illegal 11 ). Since a joint resolution is subject to veto, this procedure is not constitutionally objectionable, but it continues to
, impinge on the foreign policy process by raising the constant
spector of Congressional intervention.

RECOMMENDATION:
Fight for elimination of termination provisions
in favor of a policy state1nent; accept the Senate version (joint resolution); if necessary, use veto threat against the House version (concurrent resolution). OMB, State and AID concur.
Agree

J

Disagree - - - -

2.
$9. 0 Billion Ceiling: The House retained unchanged
the $9. 0 billion ceiling on arms sales which was one major reason
for your previous veto. The Senate bill drops the ceiling. There
is talk in the House of a compromise retaining the ceiling principle
but requiring you only to report every sale over $9. 0 billion. We
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think compromise should be avoided and that we should mobilize
in support of the Senate on this issue.
RECOMMENDATION: No compromise on the House version, support
the Senate deletion of any ceiling provision. State, DOD, AID and
OMB concur.
;

Agree_L

Disagree

-----

3. Nuclear Transfers: A Symington am.endment added to the
legislation by the Senate would prohibit assistance (except for P. L. 48Q
and disaster relief) to countries which either receive or deliver nuclear
fuel reprocessing or enrichment technology or materials -- unless
managed by multilateral controls "when available" and under IAEA
auspices. As written the provision is sweeping and could affect
several programs (notably those with Brazil and Pakistan), hindering
our diplomatic efforts to solve the proliferation problem. Moreover,
the amendment could be read to imply that any country which meets
the two conditions of subscription to IAEA safeguards and ••multilateral
controls 11 is acceptable to us as a recipient of reprocessing facilities.
The House has no s~milar provision. We think the best available
compromise is a Congressional study of this proposal.
RECOMMENDATION: That we press for deletion of the Symington
·.amendment with a Congressional study of the proposal as a fallback
position. OMB, State,and AID concur.
Agree __

j-=---

Disagree - - - - -

4. Discrimination. The Senate has deleted the earlier provision requiring automatic termination of a transaction involving
persistent discrimination against Americans. It has substituted a
requirement for a Presidential report, and a specific assertion of
Congressional authority to terminate assistance in cases where discrimination persists. Under the new formula a transaction would be
terminated automatically only if the President failed to submit a
report requested by Congress within 60 days. If Congress was not
satisfied, it could then pass a Joint Resolution terminating assistance.
This process is not constitutionally objectionable, but it remains an
institutionalized procedure for public examination of the conduct of
foreign governments. Senator Case, believing that these changes
represent significant concessions, will be obdurate on this issue. The
House bill retains a statement of policy but has dropped the termination
sanctions entirely.
COJ>lFIDENTIP.tL .. GDS
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RECOMMENDATION: The Senate can, with existing authority, already
do all that this provision allows. Nevertheless, the Senate version
increases the chances for both unwanted publicity and direct Congressional
intervention in these sensitive areas. We reconunend strong opposition
to the Senate version, but no veto threat. OMB, State and AID concur.
Agree

L

Disagree------

5.
Korea Funding Level: The House committee accepted a Fraser
amendment limiting military assistance to Korea to a total of $290
million in the period FY 1976-TQ 1977 (vs. your combined request for
$490 million) and economic assistance to $175. 0 million in the same
period (vs. your request for $281. 0 million). Cuts of this magnitude
would have a serious effect on all of our Korean programs and, in
particular, impede progress of the Korean force modernization plan.
More importantly, such cuts would damage our close relationship with
an important ally.
RECOMMENDATION: Make a major effort to raise the Korea FMS
and economic assistance levels to acceptable levels, including a veto
threat,. if necessary. O}..:f.B, State, DOD and AID concur.
Agree .

~

· Disagree

------

6.
Review of Military Sales.
Under the Nelson-Bingham
amendment, signed into law in 1974, Congress can forbid by concurrent
resolution individual FMS sales over $25 million. In the new Senate
bill, this authority is extended to all FMS and conunercial sales of
"major defense equipment 11 over $7. 0 million; the House bill is
similar, but applies only to FMS sales. Although the concurrent
resolution authority is onerous, we believe Congress would resist
strongly any attempt to delete or modify this provision post hoc (during
mark-up we could find no one, even among staunch supporters, to
sponsor such a move).
RECOMMENDATION: Strongly resist any expansion of existing
Congressional review procedures which provide for veto of individual
FMS sales over $25 million by concurrent resolution; as a maximum,
accept only House provision for expansion to only FMS sales over
$7 million. (If you must sign a bill containing any concurrent resolution,
we reconunend a strong dissent in the signing statement~) Phil Buchen,
OMB, State and AID c o 7 .
Agree

C-9~tFH''"ET~TT""",
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Disagree

------

5
7. Assistance to Chile. A Kennedy amendment to the Senate bill
imposes a total embargo on military assistance or sales to Chile after
October 1, 1976. Pipeline sales which have been held up could go
forward but even spare parts sales after October 1 would be banned.
The House has retained the Buchanan amendment cutting off assistance
but permitting cash sales of military equipment. We prefer the House
version, but we do not believe the Senate version in itself would be
grounds for veto of an otherwise acceptable bill.
RECOMMENDATION:
AID concur.

Support for the House version. OMB, State and

Disagree

Agree

8. MAP and MAAG Termination: Both bills retain provisions
terminating MAP and MAAGS after FY 1977, except as specifically
authorized by Congress. We feel there is sufficient legislative history
on this subject to support a presumption that both MAP and MAAGs will
be authorized, and that the new provision will amount to no more than
a country line-item authorization for both. Although we would prefer
to see this otherwise, Congress appears adamant on retaining the MAP
and MAAG provisions and our acceptance would be seen as a useful
concession.
RECOMMENDATION:. Accept the MAP and MAAG provisions, but emphasize
our expectation that authorizaton for both will be forthcoming after FY 77.
OMB, State, and DOD concur.

Disagree

Agree

_d._

9. Greece-Turkey. The House has retained the partial embargo on
grant assistance and FMS sales to Turkey, while providing 11 such sums
as may be necessary 11 for Greece once a base agreement is approved by
law. The putative intent of this is, we believe, to make eventual
assistance to Turkey as part of a base agreement subject to the section
620 (x) embargo of MAP and of FMS sales over $125 million.
RECOMMENDATION: We believe that the House version attempts to prejudge
the issues of Greece and Turkey for FY 1977, and that we should support
strongly the Senate approach of defering action on both until Congress
considers the b~greement. OMB and State concur.
Agree

Disagree

In addition to the foregoing, there are other undesirable features of the
new legislation which we will be working to correct in conference. Included
are:
CObUibi:QE~iT!t'tb
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•

A Senate cut of FY 77 MAP for Jordan from $70 million to
$40 million.

•

A Senate cut in the FY 77 authorization for Stockpiles of Defense
Articles for Foreign Countries from $125 million to $50 million.

•

A Senate cut in the overall FY 77 FMS authorization of about
19 percent and in overall MAP program of approximately
30 percent.

The new bills also have several improvements over S. 2662:
•

deletion by both House and Senate of three of the concurrent
resolution provisions: (l) regarding the determination that a
country is ineligible for further assistance due to misuse of
U.S. supplied arms; (2) regarding third country transfers; and
(3) regarding the termination of assistance to countries harboring
terrorists.

•

deletion of the requirement that ACDA draft an annual arms
impact statement;

•

•

modification in the Senate bill of the process whereby a country
becomes ineligible for further US assistance due to misuse or
illegal transfer of U.S. supplied arms. Under existing law
termination is automatic, whereas in the revised bill termination
must result from Presidential action or passage of a joint
resolution. The Senate also added a Presidential waiver provision.

STRATEGY
Chairman Morgan is anxious to reach some accom1nodation with you
quickly. He believes it is possible to complete final Congressional action
on an acceptable bill by the end of next week (May 21), but that you
should meet personally with the conferees to ensure this outcome. It
is very likely, however, that the conferees would take the opportunity
of any meeting with you to raise the TQ funding issue, seeking to
define the terms of a compromise.
How we implement your decision on the TQ is sue is therefore fundamental
to our tactics on the authorization bill. If you decide to offer a TQ
compromise in advance of conference action as an explicit means to

~-GDS
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obtain further concessions, a meeting with conferees would be
extremely useful, providing you the opportunity to lay out precisely
the terms of an acceptable compromise. Any discussion. of such a
compromise would, of course, have to include Chairman Passman,
who has strongly supported your position in the House.
The advantage of this approach is that some political benefit can be
derived from an early compromise on the TQ, -- both in terms of an
acceptable authorization bill and in lessening the acrimony which
followed in the wake of your veto. On the other hand, any compromise
on the TQ places you in a position of reversing yourself on a publicly
held position and appearing to manipulate Congressional support for Israel.
On the other hand, you may feel that your bargaining position in this
instance is sufficiently strong that you will not have to compromise in
order to achieve a successful bill. If so, a meeting with conferees
would probably be counterproductive as you would be in the position of
demanding concessions while offering little in return. Instead, you
could authorize us to let it be known quietly that if the conference reports
an acceptable bill, you will be prepared to drop your objections to
TQ funding that does not exceed your requested outlay levels when
the app'i"opriations "!;>ill is taken up in the House. This approach has
the advantage of maintaining the integrity of your veto position on the
unacceptable provisions of S. 2662 while avoiding another confrontation
, with Congress on an issue directly involving Israel. Such a course
would, however, reduce your leverage on eliminating entirely all
objectionable aspects of the new legislation in the conference process.
On balance, I believe that you should not meet with the conferees to
discuss a compromise in advance of the conference, but I do recommend
that you talk by telephone with Morgan (and Broomfield), Humphrey
(and Case} to discuss with them your remaining reservations and a
strategy for achieving a bill you can sign from the conference. A
willingness to discuss a TQ compromise after you have an acceptable
authorization could be signalled in that call.
RECOMMENDATION

1.
That you not offer. a TQ compromise in advance of the
conference.. Max Fried;~-;jorf and OMB concur, as does Jack Marsh,
Approve

GGNFIDEN~
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~

Disapprove

------

GDS
- 82. That you not meet with the conferees but do call Morgan and
Humphrey. OMB and Max Friedersdorf concur; Max Friedersdorf also
urges a prior call to the ranking minority members. (Talking points
at Tab A) Jack Mars1~. ~.emcurs with Max Friedersdorf.
Approve

•

V

Disapprove - - - -

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

RECOMMENDED TELEPHONE CALL

TO:

Senator Humphrey and Chairman Morgan

DATE:

Tuesday, May 18, 1976

RECOMMENDED BY:

Brent Scowcroft
(OMB, Max Friedersdorf and Jack Marsh concur.)

PURPOSE:

A first step in the process of insuring that
the upcoming security assistance authorization
bill conference results in an acceptable bill.

TALKING POINTS:

1.

I am pleased by reports of your preliminary
work which has already taken care of
many of the objections which forced me
to veto the last Security Assistance bill.

2.

I am sure you agree with me that it is
high time that we put this problem behind us •

3.

I hope the Senate (House) can move as
expeditiously as possible to bring the bill
to a floor vote. It appears that the
remaining issues that concern me can
be dealt with in Conference, so I think
we should agree to resist any further
restrictive amendments on the floor.

4.

With regard to the Conference, I will have
my staff give you a detailed list of my
remaining concerns, but I want to mention
a few of special significance:

•

I oppose the $9 billion arms ceiling
in the House bill.
I also oppose the assistance cutoff
based on a finding of "discrimination"
in the Senate version (I prefer House version).

2

I cannot accept the concurrent
resolution section in the House bill
providing an aid cutoff based on alleged
Human Rights violations.
Two new provisions also give me
concern: The House ceiling on Korean
assistance and the Symington amendment
on Nuclear Transfers. I strongly object
to both.
5.

Are there any particular issues you want
to raise with me?
I would like to work
with you and if we can achieve an acceptable
bill, everyone will be able to claim credit
for this important legislation.

6.

(If the TQ issue is raised.) I have been
reviewing the issue of Israel's needs very
carefully. If the Conference produces an
authorization bill I can sign, I will want
to work with you in finding a way to avoid
another confrontation on the Appropriation
bill without exceeding my budget request
levels.

7.

I deeply appreciate the progress made so
far and want to continue in this same spirit.

•

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

May 18, 1976

v

MEMORANDUM FOR:

JIM CONNOR

FROM:

MAX

SUBJECT:

Brent Scowcroft memo 5/18/76 re
Revised Security Assistance Legislation

FRIEDERSD~

.

I strongly object to talking point No. 3 in reconunended telephone call
to Morgan & Humphrey.
House Minority members, including Ed Derwinski, plan to make strong
Floo:r fights on objectionable provisions of new bill, including Korea
restrictions. Derwinski has filed strong minority views tracking with
Administration objections.
President should not state that remaining issues can be dealt with in
conference •

•

Broomfield, Derwinski and Morgan should be advised of our very strong
objections to restrictions in bill and Republicans urged to oppose bill on
final passage if not improved.
Strong House vote in opposition needed for conference leverage, coupled
with veto threat.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASH I N .GTON

SEP 1 1 /

September 11, 1976
MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
/' .

FROM:

MAX FRIEDERSDORF " v 1

SUBJECT:

Rep. George Mahon

Chairman Mahon phoned today to request the President call
Rep. Phil Crane (R-Ill.) to urge Crane not to offer a motion
to instruct the House conferees when the House considers the
foreign aid appropriations bill next week.
Crane wants to instruct the conferees not to include any money
for Mozambique.
An impasse on the bill was broken in the Senate this week when

Senator Allen withdrew his filibuster, reportedly after Secretary
Kissinger orally agreed on no funds for Mozambique.
I have discussed the matter with Brent Scowcroft and we agreed
that I would contact Crane this weekend and try to resolve the
problem .
If unsuccessful, we would discuss the matter with the President
prior to House floor action concerning a possible Presidential
call.
I wanted the President to be aware of Chairman Mahon's call.
The Chairman said he wanted the President to be personally aware
that he considers the matter of utmost importance to the fate
of the foreign aid bill.

bee:

~sh

Cheney
Scowcroft

